Primed in situ labeling: sensitivity and specificity for detection of alpha-satellite DNA in the centromere regions of chromosomes 13 and 21.
The centromeric alpha-satellite DNA subfamilies from chromosomes 13 and 21 are almost identical in sequence. So far it has proven difficult to discriminate between sequence variations in the chromosome 13 and 21 alpha-satellite regions using in situ techniques. To analyze whether the method of modified single-color and double-color PRINS could be used to detect single nucleotide polymorphisms within this region, we used previously published primers D13Z and D21Z that differ in the terminal 3'-nucleotide and an additionally constructed primer "D13/21-test" lacking the final nucleotide at the 3' end. The results show that a one-base pair mismatch at the 3' end is sufficient to be detected by PRINS. Surprisingly, only about 35% of our samples exhibited the expected combination of two chromosomes 13 specifically labeled with only primer D13Z and two chromosomes 21 specifically labeled with only primer D21Z. The rest of the samples showed a polymorphic distribution of the target sequence for the primers, therefore these primers are not suited for routine detection of chromosomes 13 and 21 during interphase. Our data indicate that an interchromosomal exchange of alpha-satellite DNA takes place between chromosomes 13 and 21, possibly due to a concerted evolution process.